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Different proposals for company cost transfers as per operational
requirements have been received from a'number 6f Circle heads and also in
Naiional Council meeting, the matter of transfer of officials from urban to
rural areas and vice versa, was discussed and unions demanded .that
officials posted in rural areas are to be brought back after completion of 2
year period, but due to'embargo on company cost transfers, a number of
officials waiting to return back in urban areas and also to fiil up these rural
a-rea posts, are hindered, so they demanded that rural and urban area to &
frorn transfers should be treated as tenure transfer:s for the purpose of

'

transfer TA/DA.
Few of circles have requested to transfer a number of officers to

fill up

the vacancies arisen due to retirement /sensitive post criteriaf manning of
the stations. A deluge of requests have been pouring in and circle heads
being overall in charge of the circle are better judge to the circumstances,
the management has decided to permit CGMs to utilize their delegated
powers to transfer and post as per transfer policy In utmost requirement and
exigency of.the serviies judiciously in the wake of the scg.rcity of fund. These
restrictions will cease to exist after the stipulated period mentione6[ in l.etter
dated I4.O3.2OI9.
This issues with the approval of the competent authoritv"m.
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Dy. General Manager (Pers.- Sr. Mgmt.)
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